Example of application that overlaps Contribution Area boundaries
Core/Outer Core Overlap

Assuming the whole of each land parcel is to be planted and proposals are eligible for CSGN Contribution, the following rates would apply:

**Field A:** Total area = 10.3ha (6.9ha (67%) in Core, 3.4ha (33%) in Outer Core) = **Paid at Core rate**

**Field B:** Total area = 10.7ha (3.8ha (36%) in Core, 6.9ha (64%) in Outer Core) = **Paid at Outer Core rate**

**Fields A + B:** Total area = 21ha (10.7ha (51%) in Core, 9.3ha (49%) in Outer Core) = **Paid at Core rate**

The CSGN Contribution for Core and Fringe areas is capped to 40ha

The CSGN Contribution for Outer Core is capped to 65ha

To check if over 50% of your planting area is within a CSGN Contribution Area, you can use the ‘Measure Area tool in the [Scottish Forestry Map Viewer](#).